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Abstract— Considering the limits such as slower reaction
time, larger scale layout cost of traditional smoke sensors,
temperature sensors and other hardware technology. In this
paper, a cloud monitor system based on video stream is designed.
The design of the system hardware and software platform will
be introduced. The system uses TI's TMS320DM642(as DM642)
and Freescale's i.MX27 as CPU. DM642 has powerful data
processing capabilities. i.MX27 has rich interface and powerful
video compression capabilities. The system consists of three
subsystems: video processing system (DM642 as core), video
transmission system (i.MX27 as core) and display system based
on C# .
Index Terms—Video-based fire detection,TMS320DM642,
i.MX27, Flame image processing

I. INTRODUCTION
Fire detection techniques are currently smoke type,
temperature-sensitive, sensitive type, etc. These techniques
are generally perceived to detect fire through a variety of
sensors to sense such as temperature, brightness or other
features. But In large space buildings, these fire detection
methods can not detect fire earlier in order to reduce the loss
of life and property. For video-based fire detection method,
when the fire broke out, the camera can capture the video
information of fire immediately, identify the fire through a
certain image algorithm processing, and send alarm at once.
The method can achieve early detection of fire. It is possible
to reduce the fire detection error rate by improving the image
algorithm, to achieve fast and accurate fire detection. So
researchers pay more and more attention on fire detection
system based on video stream.
For these purposes, we start to design a fire detection
system based on DSP and ARM. The system uses TI's
TMS320DM642 and Freescale's i.MX27 as CPU. A display
system based on C# language to display real-time monitoring
video and send alarm to administrators.
II. OVERALL DESIGN OF SYSTEM
In Fig.1, it is shown the framework of system. The
system collects the visible and infrared video stream in
monitoring zone through the camera, the collected video is
analog signal, than converted into an identifiable digital
signal stream through the video process system based on
DM642. DM642 has multiple video ports(called VP0~2) and
can accept multiple video streams at the same time, so the
same monitoring area zone can have multiple cameras.
DSP preprocesses the video signal by noise filtering and
fire image feature detection to determine whether there is a

fire. The built-in hardware alarm device can complete the
preliminary field alarm. The processed video signal is
transmitted to the video transmission system based on
i.MX27. i.MX27 uses the embedded H.264 module to
compress the video stream, and transmits the compressed data
to the cloud platform for further processing and alarm.
The system is mainly divided into video processing
system with DM642 as the core, video transmission system
with i.MX27 as the core, and cloud platform for display and
alarm. DM642 with complex instruction set is responsible for
video acquisition and processing, and ARM926EJ-S core
with simplified instruction set runs Linux operating system for
H.264 video coding compression and network transmission.
The system board integrates i.MX27 and DM642 on one
board, which has great advantages in stability.

Fig.1. System design diagram.
III. VIDEO PROCESS SYSTEM
Video collect and algorithm processing are completed
by the video process module with DM642 as the core. As
shown in Fig.2, the analog video stream collected by the
camera is decoded by the video decoding chip 5150AM1 and
then transmitted into DM642 (Note: actually that the video
signal is transmitted into the peripheral memory chip SDRAM
of DM642 through DMA). The program detects whether there
is flame over the image frame. After the detection, it passes
through the video port VP0 of DM642 to the video coding
chip SAA7121 to code video. Than it can be transmitted to the
display or the i.MX27 module for compression transmission.
DM642 peripheral extended CAN bus as alarm signal line.
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Fig. 2. Video process system.
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IV. VIDEO TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

VI. CONCLUSION

The system expands NAND flash and DDR SDRAM
memory as Fig.3 shown, DDR SDRAM is mainly used to
store large capacity video data, and NAND flash is mainly
used to store programs. The system has one analog video
input and one analog video output. The input analog video
signal is converted into digital video signal by video decoding
chip and then transmitted to CPU. The digital video signal
processed by CPU is converted into analog signal by video
encoding chip and output to display module. The i.MX27 uses
the internal H.264 encoding module to compress the digital
video signal, and upload the compressed video data to the
upper computer for display through the fast Ethernet chip.
System has a serial port, which is used to boot load, file
system mount and write the custom program.

A fire detector based on DM642 and i.MX27 is designed
and implemented. The hardware design and video display
alarm software are introduced. The system is mainly designed
for large-scale space such as weapon warehouse, shopping
mall and other places where the fire source needs to be strictly
controlled.
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